In the event of inclement weather, practice cancellations or schedule changes will be posted on the Tide website if possible under the “News” tab as well as emailed to all current Tide Swim Team registered members through the active Team Unify database.

Tide makes every reasonable attempt to ensure that practice time is available to its members. Be advised that some pools may close as their operational procedures are tied to area cancellations and weather policies.

Safe travel conditions must be a priority for everyone. Please use good judgment in considering practice attendance during challenging weather conditions. If Tide practice is being held during periods of inclement weather, that does not imply that Tide guarantees safe travel to practice for all of its members. We will do our best to communicate practice changes to swimmers and parents through the vehicles we have available, as quickly as we can. Each family should decide if it is prudent to venture out in bad weather and then plan their travel routes and adjust their travel time based on weather conditions.